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Public Charge & Immigrants: 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 

Adapted from the National WIC Association’s FAQS, published February 14, 2018 
 

BACKGROUND ON PUBLIC CHARGE 

1. What is “public charge?” 
 

Public charge is a part of immigration law that allows federal authorities to deny legal status 
to individuals who are dependent on the government for certain types of support (with public 

benefits).  

 

For a long time under current law this has been limited only to individuals:  

(1) receiving cash assistance for income support (such as CalWORKs) OR 
(2) institutionalized for long-term care at government expense (often through Medicaid). 

Use of government programs like WIC (and other public benefits) has never before been 

considered in a public charge determination. 

Public charge is decided by a “test” to review of the “totality of the circumstances.” This means 

that immigration officials will consider a variety of factors – including an immigrant’s age, health, 
family status, assets, resources, financial status, education, skills, and use of certain public 

benefits. 

 

2. What changed on February 8, 2018? 
 

On February 8, 2018, news organizations reported that the Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS) had drafted a proposed rule that would expand the list of public benefits considered in 

public charge determinations.  (This would make it more difficult to enter the country or 
obtain a green card for permanent residency. 

 

3. How would the proposed rule change? 
 

The proposed rule change is expected to expand the public charge “test” to include many other 
public benefits such as WIC, health insurance subsidies (under the Affordable Care Act/ACA), 

Medicaid benefits, CalFresh, CHIP, Section 8 housing vouchers, and Head Start programs.   

 
Use of these benefits would be considered a “heavily weighted negative factor” which could 

be used to deny an immigrant legal status. (It does not automatically disqualify an immigrant 
from attaining legal status, and it does not subject an immigrant to deportation.)  Out of fear, 

many families are already dropping out of programs; the results may be catastrophic.  Aid 

organizations will also be impacted as thousands of families disenroll and they lose funding.) 

 

4. Has the law changed? 
 

NO—not yet.  As of (Sept. 4, 2018) the proposed rule changes (published on February 8) have 

not been published and do not have legal weight and are not yet federal policy or law. The 

process will take several months and there will be advance notice of any rule change.  (It is 

expected that the rule change could be posted very soon.) 
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5. What are the next actions that will be taken? 

 
The next formal action to be expected is for DHS to submit the proposed rule to the White 

House’s Office of Management and Budget (OMB). OMB must approve the rule before it can be 
formally proposed. Once the rule is formally proposed, DHS must provide notice to the general 

public, so that advocacy groups can be prepared for any rules changes and inform their clients. 

There will also be a comment period, so that interested parties can express their dissatisfaction 
with any proposed rule changes and hopefully convince DHS that this change should not be 

implemented as it would have detrimental effects on public health. 

 
The rule does not have legal effect and the definition of public charge does not change until 

after notice-and-comment. DHS must then respond to the submitted comments, consider 
revisions, and undergo other administrative processes before issuing a final rule. 

 

6. When do immigration officials conduct a public charge determination? 
 

Public charge determinations occur when an immigrant is petitioning the government for a change 

to their legal status. This includes petitions for a green card and legal permanent residency. The 

proposed rule would NOT apply to naturalization proceedings, which is when an immigrant 

petitions for citizenship status. Nonetheless, gaining legal status or legal permanent residency is 

a critical step on the path to citizenship and public charge determinations can delay or deprive 

immigrants of the opportunity to eventually become citizens. 

 
7. Would the proposed rule apply to all immigrants? 

 
NO.   Based on the information that has been made public, the proposed rule should not affect 

naturalization proceedings, which is when an immigrant petitions for citizenship status. It 
would also not apply to certain humanitarian immigrant groups, including refugees, asylees, 

and Violence Against Women Act self-petitioners.  (We will need to confirm final information 
with the rules are posted.) 

 

 
 

*** STATUS as of September 5, 2018:   
 

The proposed rule changes have not yet been posted.  (When they are posted, a formal 
“public comment period” will follow before the changes go into effect.)  The changes may be 

different—even worse—than the information reported in February.  FYI-- A coalition of 
community partners in Marin is working on this issue, and will respond at each step. 

 

QUESTIONS?  You may contact Kari Beuerman at Marin HHS (KBeuerman@marincounty.org) OR 
Shirin Vakharia at MCF (svakharia@marincf.org) OR Amy Reisch at First 5 Marin 

(amy@first5marin.org). 

 

 
RESOURCES:  for more information about the public charge issue, please visit: 

• Protecting Immigrant Families (PIF) – www.protectingimmigrantfamilies.org 
• National Immigration Law Center (NILC) - https://www.nilc.org/  

 

 
[These summary FAQ’s were prepared by Michelle Fadelli at First 5 Marin, based on FAQs from the National WIC 

Association/ https://www.nwica.org/.  For more information, contact Michelle@First5Marin.org.]          Updated 9/5/18 


